Abstract: The acceptance of a standard VoiceXML format has facilitated the development of voice applications, and we anticipate a similar facilitation of pen application development upon the acceptance of a standard InkXML format. In this paper we present a multimodal interface architecture that combines standardized voice and ink formats to facilitate the creation of robust and efficient multimodal systems, particularly for noisy mobile environments. The platform provides a Web interactive system for generic multimodal application development. By providing mutual disambiguation of input signals and superior error handling this architecture should broaden the spectrum of users to the general population, including permanently and temporarily disabled users. Integration of VoiceXML and InkXML provides a standard data format to facilitate Web based development and content delivery. Diverse applications ranging from complex data entry and text editing applications to Web transactions can be implemented on this system, and we present a prototype platform and sample dialogues.
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Introduction

Although speech and pen technologies have improved significantly over the last decade, unimodal applications employing these technologies have been successful in only limited domains. However, the acceptance of a standard VoiceXML format has facilitated the development of generic, domain-specific voice applications, and many have been easily developed and are now widespread. We anticipate a similar facilitation of pen application development upon the further development and acceptance of a standard InkXML format. Also lacking at this time is a standard platform to facilitate the creation of multimodal applications by application developers. With the rapid spread of mobile phone devices and the convergence of the phone and the PDA, there is increasing demand for such a multimodal platform that combines the modalities of speech and pen to reach a greater population of users.
Because applications have generally become more complex, a limited multimodal system’s architecture does not permit the end user to interact effectively across all tasks and environments [2]. Therefore, a major goal of multimodal system design is to support flexible and robust performance, even in noisy mobile environments. A multimodal interface should offer the user the freedom to use a combination of modalities, or to switch to a more suitable modality, depending on the nature of the task or environment. Thus, the system should be able to process parallel input from several modalities, and to integrate them to produce a semantically compatible overall interpretation. Since individual input modalities are suitable in some situations, and less ideal or even inappropriate in others, modality choice is an important design issue in a multimodal interface. Multimodal interfaces are expected to support a wider range of diverse applications, to accommodate a broader range of users than traditional unimodal interfaces, including users of different ages, skill levels, native language status, cognitive styles, sensory impairments, and other temporary or permanent handicaps or illnesses, and to cover a wider range of changing environmental circumstances.

We propose a multimodal architecture that combines VoiceXML and InkXML to develop multimodal voice/ink mobile applications for man-machine communication. This robust multimodal interface architecture should broaden the spectrum of users to the general population. Integration of VoiceXML and InkXML provides a standard data format to facilitate Web based development and content delivery. Diverse applications ranging from complex data entry and text editing applications to Web transactions can be implemented on this system. The architecture handles unimodal voice, ink, and touch-tone input, as well as combined multimodal voice/ink/touch-tone input. In addition, it employs mutual disambiguation of two or three input signals where each mode provides partial information and dialogue context that aids in the interpretation of the other modes.

The paper is organized into the following sections: the strengths of the various modalities, a general multimodal architecture, the proposed platform, the current implementation and evaluation, and conclusions.

**Strengths of Speech, Pen, and Touch-Tone Input**

Speech offers speedy input and relative ease of use, and permits the user’s hands and eyes to be simultaneously busy with a task, which is particularly valuable when users are in motion or in natural field settings. Users usually prefer speech for entering descriptive information and issuing commands. However, for some types of input, such as mailing addresses, current speech recognition engines do not provide sufficient speaker-independent, continuous speech recognition accuracy rates. Speech recognizers also have high error rates and a low tolerance for regional accents and other variations in
speech (e.g., when the speaker has a cold), especially when the speaker’s accent is outside the range used to train the system. In many of these situations handwriting systems can be more accurate.

Although the pen can be used to write words that are analogous to speech, it also can be used to convey symbols and signs, gestures, simple graphics, and to render signatures. In addition, it can be used to point, and to select visible objects like the mouse does in a direct manipulation interface. Pen input provides a more private and socially acceptable form of input in public settings, and a viable alternative to speech under circumstances of extreme noise. Thus, the pen offers critical capabilities for interacting with any form of graphic application, and it potentially can provide a very versatile and opportune base system, especially for mobile task.

Touch-tone digit recognition provides high accuracy in all environments, especially in noisy mobile ones. However, touch-tone input is limited and allows the user to enter only digits. Speech input can replace touch-tone digit input, but is usually less accurate. Unimodal applications that accept only touch-tone input are extremely limited and do not broaden the spectrum of the users. By accepting touch-tone input, a multimodal application offers the user an additional input modality so that the user can use it or switch to it depending on the specifics of the task or environment.

Combining speech, pen, and touch-tone inputs permits users to engage in more powerfully expressive and transparent dialogues, with speech and ink providing complementary capabilities [3] and touch-tone input providing a highly accurate fallback mode.

A General Multimodal Voice/Ink Architecture

This section discusses a general architecture for interpreting multimodal speech, Ink, and touch-tone digit input in a robust manner for noisy mobile environments. Many early multimodal systems that handle combined speech and pen input were able to process just speech combined with pen-based pointing input in a synchronized way [9]. More recent work shows that less than 20% of all users multimodal commands are of this limited type [5,10]. Some multimodal systems do not support recognition of simultaneous modes, but only the recognition of alternative individual modes [11]. In addition, they do not allowed the user to freely use a modality or a combination of modalities, and to switch to a better-suited modality. Therefore, in noisy mobile environments the efficiency of such systems is poor due to low recognition rates and limited user freedom of modality. In addition, most recent multimodal systems [11,12,13,14,15] are based on limited architectures that do not support robust application development for noisy mobile environment or for a large spectrum of users. Also, such architectures limit the development of multimodal applications because they are not based on standard data formats, such as VoiceXML and InkXML, standard meaning representation structures, and general multimodal natural language processing. Few multimodal architectures [12] support mutual
disambiguation of input signals to enable recovery from unimodal recognition errors. The proposed architecture supports the development of unconstrained multimodal applications that can handle speech, ink, and touch-tone input.

**Semantic-level integration and mutual disambiguation of complementary modalities**

There are two main architectures for multimodal systems. The first integrates signals at the feature level (“early fusion” or “feature fusion”). The second integrates information at a semantic level (“late fusion” or “semantic fusion”) -- that is, the integration of the recognition outputs from both the speech recognizer and the handwriting recognizer. Systems that utilize the early feature-level approach generally are based on multiple Hidden Markov Models or temporal neural networks [19,20] and the recognition process in one mode influences the course of recognition in the other. Feature fusion generally is considered more appropriate for closely coupled and synchronized modalities, such as speech and lip movements, for which both input channels provide corresponding information about the same articulated phonemes and words. However, such systems tend not to apply or generalize well if they merge modes that differ substantially in the information content or time scale characteristics of their features. This is the case with speech and pen input for which the input modes provide different but complementary information that is typically integrated at the utterance level. In addition, modeling complexity, computational intensity, and training difficulty are typical problems associated with the feature-level integration approach, and large amounts of training data are required. We use the semantic-level approach [9, 12, 21, 22] that utilizes individual recognizers and a multimodal integration process. The individual recognizers can be trained using unimodal data, which are easier to collect and already publicly available for modalities like speech and handwriting.

A robust and well-designed multimodal system should be able to integrate complementary modalities such that the strengths of each modality are capitalized upon and used to overcome weaknesses in the other [3]. This general approach can result in a highly functional and reliable system. Mutual disambiguation involves recovery from unimodal recognition errors within a multimodal architecture, where semantic information from each input mode supplies partial disambiguation of the other mode. A well-integrated multimodal system can yield significant levels of mutual disambiguation between input signals, with speech disambiguating the meaning of ink and vise versa. Mutual disambiguation generates higher overall recognition rates and more stable system functioning than is possible by either individual technology [18].
Modality choice and flexible input processing

A multimodal interface should offer the user freedom to use a combination of modalities, or to switch to a better-suited modality, depending on the specifics of the task or environment. The system should be able to process parallel input from many modalities, and to integrate them and produce a semantically compatible overall interpretation. Since individual input modalities are well suited in some situations, and less ideal or even inappropriate in others, modality choice is an important design issue in a multimodal interface

The system can interpret simultaneous speech, ink, touch-tone input. For example, the user can say “My name is” while writing his/her name on the pen tablet. To ensure proper synchronization, the system time stamps speech, pen, and touch-tone input events, and integrates them to form a frame-based description of the user’s input. The speech thread generates events in response to output from the speech recognizer, and the pen thread generates selection events that are stored in a time-sorted buffer where they can be retrieved by the integrator thread. The integrator looks for a pen or touch-tone input that occurs closest in time to the spoken input. This design allows for asynchronous processing of multimodal input, and keeps pace with user input, while still processing them as coordinated multimodal pieces.

Error handling and late confirmation

Compared with unimodal applications, a particularly advantageous feature of this multimodal application design is its ability to support superior error handling, both in terms of error avoidance and graceful recovery from errors. This multimodal application facilitates error recovery for both user-centered and application-centered reasons. First, empirical studies have demonstrated that users select the input mode (speech, ink, or touch-tone input) they judge to be less error prone, and this leads to fewer errors. Second, a user’s language is simplified when interacting multimodally, which reduces the complexity of the natural language processing and thereby further reduces recognition errors. Third, users have a strong tendency to switch modes following systems errors, which facilitates error recovery. Finally, users report less frustration with errors when interacting multimodally, even when errors are as frequent as in the unimodal speech-only application. To take full advantage of such error handling, the speech and pen modes must provide parallel or duplicate functionality, meaning that users can accomplish their goals using either mode. Superior error handling results also from the mutual disambiguation process that allows users to recover from unimodal recognition errors, mainly from the speech recognizer in the noisy mobile environment.

In multimodal systems, to assure common ground is achieved, miscommunication is avoided, and collaborative effort is reduced, system designers must determine when and how confirmations ought to be requested. There are two main strategies: early confirmation in which confirmation is performed for each
modality and late confirmation in which it is performed after the modalities have been merged. Based on earlier work [16], we adopt the late confirmation strategy that reduces the time to perform tasks because misunderstanding is reduced, users can interact faster, and the dialogues go more rapidly and efficiently.

**Multimodal grammar**

The grammar used by the multimodal integrator is a set of rules defining the possible syntax among the speech vocabulary, ink vocabulary and touch-tone digits. Each rule is a sequence of objects (parts of speech). The speech recognizer, the handwriting recognizer, or the touch-tone digits recognizer can generate a word. This is important information used mainly during error handling. For each rule there is a corresponding action that should be executed once the rule is selected.

RULE i : \(<Object_1> + <Object_2> + ... + <Object_n>\)

Object i : \{(word1, sources1), ..., (wordn, sourcesn)\} where source: (speech, ink, touch-tone)

**Multimodal XML language**

Multimodal systems are expected to interact with many input or/and output devices and applications. Therefore to develop such systems, application developers need a standard language that allows them to define their application and interactions properly with input/output devices and other applications. The VoiceXML language does not support interaction with pen tablets and handwriting recognizers [1]; and InkXML does not support interaction with speech devices, speech recognizers, speech synthesizers, and touch-tone recognizers [23]. That is, they do not include tags that support the interaction with those devices and applications. Therefore, we suggest extending Voice/InkXML by including new tags to create a multimodal XML language to facilitate and standardize the development of multimodal voice/ink/touch-tone applications.

**The Proposed Multimodal Voice/Ink System Platform**

Figure 1 shows the proposed multimodal voice/ink architecture. The user may interact with the multimodal application using speech, ink, or touch-tone input devices. A Voice Board connects the system to the Public Switched Telephone Network (PSTN) [1], and performs basic media processing, such as touch-tone detection, call control, audio compression and decompression, media player, and media recorder.

The basic system has the following processors:
1. An Enhanced Media board (e.g., Dialogic’s Antares) for speech recognition and synthesis (text-to-speech).
2. A Handwriting Recognizer to recognize handwriting input.
3. A *Database* for grammars, vocabularies, templates, and data used by the speech recognition, speech synthesis, and handwriting recognition processors, and by the application itself.

4. The *Multimodal Voice/Ink Information Processing Manager* for the logic that handles and controls all incoming and outgoing information from and to the multimodal application, as well as the initialization and termination of a session application with the user.

A future system could have the following additional processors:

5. A *Natural Language Processor* to handle advanced language processing.

6. A *Hand Drawing Recognizer and Graphic Generator* for hand drawing recognition and graphic generation. With these components the database may also contain appropriate graphic templates.

7. An *Enhanced Phone Device*, with an integrated pen tablet, allows a user to interact with the multimodal application over the PSTN network with speech, ink, and touch-tone input.

**Multimodal Voice/Ink Information Processing Flow**

The system’s architectural flow for processing multimodal input is illustrated in Figure 2. Speech, ink and touch-tone inputs are recognized in parallel by the speech recognizer, handwriting recognizer, and a touch-tone digit recognizer, respectively. The results from each recognizer are meaning fragment representations that are fused by the *Multimodal Integrator* to produce a semantically compatible unified interpretation. Here we summarize the responsibilities of each component, their interaction, and the results of their computation.

The *handwriting recognizer* recognizes the ink input. Recognition results consist of an n-best list (top n-ranked) of interpretations and associated probability estimates for each interpretation. The interpretation is encoded using a standard meaning representation structure, such as feature structures [17]. This list is then passed to the *Multimodal Integrator*.

The *automatic speech recognizer (ASR)* offers a combination of relevant features: speaker-independent, continuous recognition, as well as multiple hypotheses and their probability estimates. The speech recognizer’s output, like the handwriting recognizer’s, is an n-best list of hypotheses and associated probability estimates. These results are passed to the *Natural Language Processor* for interpretation.

The *natural language processor* parses the output of the ASR to provide proper semantic interpretations. This process may introduce further ambiguity, that is, more hypotheses. Results of parsing are again in the form of n-best list. The results of the natural language processor are passed to the *Multimodal Integrator* for multimodal integration.

The *multimodal integrator* accepts feature/data structures from the handwriting recognizer, the natural language processor, and the touch-tone recognizer. The process of integration ensures that modes
are combined according to a language specification, and that they meet certain multimodal timing constraints. These constraints place limits on when different input can occur, thus reducing error. Integrations that do not result in a completely specified command are ignored. The *multimodal integrator* then examines the joint probabilities for any remaining command and passes the feature structure with the highest joint probability to the *multimodal dialogue manager*. If no result exists, the feature structures are sent to the *mutual disambiguation processor* for possible error resolution. If no result exists, a message is sent to the user to inform him/her of the non-understandable input.

**Implementation**

Based on the proposed multimodal architecture, a simple multimodal voice/ink system prototype has been developed. Figure 3 depicts the data flow in the system. The multimodal device is capable of handling voice/ink/touch-tone data, and displaying the feedback confirmation information on a small screen. The voice and ink data are processed by their respective voice and ink SDK (Software Development Kit). The output from the SDK is given to the multimodal integrator which consists of three main parts: the event handler which handles the different events generated by the voice and ink SDKs, the disambiguator which calculates the best results obtained from ink and voice, and the error handler/message passing which generates the confirmation message to be passed to the user and also handles errors generated with respect to the data and dialogue grammar. Each application developed on this system has its own set of grammar rules and dictionary. Therefore, by changing the grammar rules and dictionary we can use the system for various scenarios and applications.

The standardization of VoiceXML has simplified creation and delivery of Web-based, personalized interactive voice response services; enabled phone and voice access to integrated call-center databases, information and services on Web sites, and company Intranets; and helped enable new voice-capable devices and appliances. VoiceXML is designed for creating audio dialogues that feature synthesized speech, recording of spoken input, and the recognition of spoken and touch-tone (DTMF) input. A typical VoiceXML application consists of a dialogue template where the application requests minimal information required from the user in order to access the data. The left-hand side of the figure depicts the voice portion of the system. In a voice/touch-tone only application the user telephones the system and inputs voice or DTMF signals that are recognized, the system follows the VoiceXML dialogue to respond with synthesized or recorded speech, and interaction continues until termination of the application dialogue.

The currently proposed InkXML format contains only the raw ink data and the handwriting recognizer’s output that corresponds to the ink data. InkXML documents are currently a medium to store ink data from various pen devices, and this facilitates the storage, manipulation, and exchange of large
amounts of ink data in a common format. However, in its current format the InkXML does not have the capability to contain dialogue or to produce visual output. The right-hand side of the figure depicts the ink portion of the system, currently consisting of a Wacom pen tablet for input, non-InkXML format for the data, and standard techniques for producing visual output to the screen (XHTML is often used for this purpose). For ink only applications interaction is initiated by the system producing visual output on the screen requesting a selection or input from the user, and interaction continues following the application dialogue until termination. We anticipate moving to an InkXML framework shortly, at least for the data format, and we encourage further development to extend InkXML to include dialogues and standardized formats for producing visual output.

One of the applications we have implemented is a banking application. When a user calls the system, the application prompts him to enter his bank account number, using one of the three available input modalities - speech, ink or touch-tone digits. If the bank account is identified, then the application prompts the user to choose from a menu of options: account information, or personal information update. To update personal information, the user is asked to update any of a number of fields that he selects, such as name, telephone number, address, and e-mail. For the name and telephone number fields, the user may use one of the three available input modalities (speech, ink, or touch-tone digits) to enter his data. However, since the speech recognition engine used in this implementation has a high error rates in noisy mobile environment and low tolerance for speaker-independent, continuous speech recognition, the application recommends, but does not require, that the user use the Pen tablet to fill the address and e-mail fields.

Other Applications

A prominent application, which highlights the need for a multimodal interface is tracking personal information (a multimodal diary). The multimodal diary contains all the personal information regarding an individual such as:

- Personal stocks
- Banking information
- Travel schedules tracking and reservation
- Address history
- Telephone diary
- Appointment and special day reminder

The above listed information has to be inputted and updated in the system. Updating information such as addresses, appointment details, bank information and stocks through voice interface can be tedious and
time consuming. Alternatively we can use pen for inputting and updating the same. The error rate and time consumption are considerably lowered when we use ink over voice media.

On a similar note, while reviewing the information about stocks, bank, etc., its much easier to output with the voice media. Since voice offers the convenience of mobility to the user. The problem of switching from voice to ink and back is solved using the systems proactive role. Following conversation highlights the above solution.

(Application: appointment and special day reminder)

System: Say which operation would you like to perform: update, delete, or add?
User: Update
System: Did you say Update?
User: Yes
System: Please say the record number you want to update?
User: Record Five
System: Did you say five?
User: Yes
System: Which part would you like to update. Say text or time?
User: Text
System: Did you say text?
User: Yes
System: Please use ink to input the new text.

(Control passes to the ink medium. The system waits for the user to input the new text and to submit it and, upon submission, the control switches back to voice.)

(Confirmation step)
System: Your information for record five has been updated.

As illustrated in the above sample dialogue, the application relies heavily on the synchronization of the voice and ink media. We find that such applications require the system to be proactive and the user to be passive – that is, the system decides the path that the user takes. Additional sample dialogues are presented in the appendix.
Evaluation

Preliminary evaluation confirms that some input types are more appropriate for voice and others for pen. For example, names and addresses are more accurately captured by pen while numeric input and simple choices are easily and usually more conveniently handled by voice. We anticipate that more extensive evaluation of the completed system will show that the multimodal architecture provides more stable and robust applications, particularly in noisy environments.

Compared with speech-only interaction with the same application, preliminary empirical work with users demonstrated that multimodal pen/voice interaction resulted in faster task completion time, fewer content errors, and fewer spontaneous disfluencies. The error handling process has been dramatically reduced. The dialogues between the users and the application went more rapidly and efficiently, increasing user satisfaction in comparison to the same speech-only application. Thus, the evaluation of this application shows that the combined use of different input modes (speech, ink, and touch-tone digits) leads to the development of more robust and friendly multimodal applications.

A particularly advantageous feature of this multimodal architecture is its ability to support error handling, compared with the same unimodal speech-only architecture, both in terms of error avoidance and graceful recovery from errors. The evaluation process has demonstrated that users select the input mode (speech, ink, touch-tone) that they judge to be less error prone for particular input, which leads to error avoidance. In addition, the users have a strong tendency to switch modes after systems errors to further facilitate error recovery. Since users can use three modalities, they report less frustration with errors when interacting multimodally, even when errors are as frequent as in the unimodal speech-only application. Mutual disambiguation has contributed considerably in many occasions to recover from unimodal recognition errors, mainly from the speech recognizer.

Conclusions

Our proposed architecture for developing multimodal voice/ink applications for noisy mobile environments combines different input modalities to facilitate the development of robust and friendly multimodal applications supporting superior error handling. Our interactive system platform should assist developers in the creation of generic multimodal applications.

We envision that users will soon employ smart devices such as wireless phones with integrated pen tablets and more powerful processing capabilities to take full advantage of the proposed multimodal voice/ink architecture. Such smart devices should be able to perform locally enhanced media processing, such as voice recognition, speech synthesis, and handwriting recognition. Graphic generation capabilities on the user’s pen tablets should also enhance the efficiency of multimodal applications and may allow for the development of applications for a broader spectrum of the population, including permanently and
temporarily disabled users. Finally, we suggest that a specialized XML be developed to facilitate the development of multimodal applications.
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Appendix

(Banking information application)

System: You can access your existing account or you can open a new account. What would you like to do?

User: Check existing account

System: Did you say existing account?

User: Yes

System: Please enter your account number by ink.

(Control passes to the ink media. The system waits for the user to input the new text and submit. Once the user has submitted the data the control switches back to voice.)

System: Did you write one eight seven four six five?
User: No
System: Please enter your account number by ink.

(Control passes to the ink media. The system waits for the user to input the new text and submit. Once the user has submitted the data the control switches back to voice.)
System: Did you write one eight one four six five?
User: Yes
System: Please speak your four digit, pin number
User: one two three four
System: Did you say one two three four?
User: Yes
System: Choose personal information, checking or savings.
User: personal information
System: Did you say personal information?
User: Yes
System: What would you like to do? Access your information or change your information.
User: Change information
System: Did you say change information?
User: Yes
System: Would you like to change the address or telephone number or exit?
User: Address
System: Did you say address?
User: Yes
System: Please enter your new address by ink

(Control passes to the ink media. The system waits for the user to input the new text and submit. Once the user has submitted the data the control switches back to voice.)
System: Did you write one martine av white plains new york one zero six zero three?
User: Yes
System: Your address has been changed.

(Application: Telephone Diary)
System: Would you like to change the telephone number or access telephone numbers or say exit?
User: change telephone number
System: Did you say change telephone number?
User: Yes
System: Please say the name of the person or contact whose telephone number you would like to change.
User: Thomas
System: Sorry I couldn’t understand or may be the name is not in your diary. Please speak the name again
User: Tommy
System: Did you say Tommy?
User: Yes
System: Please enter the new telephone number for Tommy by ink
(User has to write the number and submit)
System: Did you write nine one four nine five four zero eight four one?
User: No
System: Please enter again your new telephone number by ink
(User has to write the number and submit)
System: Did you write nine one four nine five four zero eight four one?
User: Yes
System: Your telephone number has been updated.
Figure 1. Multimodal Voice/Ink System Platform.
Figure 2. Multimodal voice/ink information processing flow.
Figure 3. Multimodal voice/ink system prototype.